How CRM Helps Charities Grow Relationships
with Smarter Processes & Meaningful Insights

There are few sectors that work under the same level of restraint as the third sector.
Every penny counts, so every second counts – each action should result in either better
service to beneficiaries, or increased funds.
These are not new challenges, but what is new is
the level of technology needed to support these
aims.
Since the onset of the pandemic, reliance on
technology by all organisations, including the
non-profit sector, has increased like never
before. This trend will remain the norm, in the
post-pandemic world too.
Many charities were reliant on paper-based
processes which did not effectively support
remote working. As organisations adapted, they
realised the importance of having a system
which provides a single source of truth for data,
that fosters better collaboration between
departments, and also helps them engage with
their beneficiaries, donors and members in a
meaningful way. This is where modern cloud
solutions have a transformative effect.

Applications built on the Microsoft cloud
platform, such as Dynamics 365, help charities
do more than just improve processes. They
provide the scale and insights needed to help
organisations raise service levels, control
internal costs, make better decisions, and
increase
resources
going
directly
to
beneficiaries. When this technology is used to
its fullest potential, it drives efficiency and saves
costs in the long run.
In this guide, we’ve shared insights into some
frequent challenges faced by the non-profit
sector, with examples of how Preact helps
charity organisations mitigate these and
achieve positive outcomes. You’ll see
examples of how our clients are maximising
the value of their CRM to deliver better
service, with connected processes and data
insights at the heart of their operations.
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Frequent Challenges Faced By Charity and
Membership Organisations

Relying on Excel spreadsheets and disparate data sources
As a small non-profit organisation, it might be a simple process to manage your contacts and
activities in a spreadsheet. But as charities grow, their needs evolve and soon they realise the

complexity of centrally managing data and the problems presented by data silos. With disparate
data sources, charities struggle to see a single view of interactions across their constituents.

This also increases administration, making it harder to demonstrate how funding and donations

are received by beneficiaries. For charity organisations that are looking to extend their social
impact, efficient data management is critical. .

Unsegmented contacts and lack of personalisation
Charity organisations can underestimate the importance of segmentation, or are faced with
difficulties when they do want to segment their data, because this is managed manually and

involves a combination of incomplete, duplicated and outdated data. By not segmenting
contacts by type, demographics, behavioural trends, or other criteria, charities may miss out on
timely insights that enable a more personalised approach.

Donor / Member Attrition
Attracting new donors and members, and retaining existing supporters, is a perpetual challenge.
Organisations lose supporters unless they are continually nurtured, presenting the right

initiatives, volunteer activities and events that interest them. Focusing marketing efforts on
priority donors and leads who engage with your initiatives is crucial. By unifying data in the
cloud, you gain a comprehensive view across all supporter activity, enabling you to focus on the
right donors at the right time, and re-engage those with low involvement, when appropriate.

Manual processes and reporting
Many charities and not-for-profit organisations still manage processes manually, allocating
resources to complete repetitive administrative tasks, rather than implementing automated

workflows. It is not only tedious for employees and volunteers, but also ineffective and errorprone when routine tasks are reliant on manual steps. With manual reporting processes,

charities miss out on important insights that improve decision-making and miss opportunities
to improve performance.

Ensuring data privacy and security
Regulatory requirements and data security best practices may be impossible to meet without an
effective technology strategy and system in place. A single source of data makes it much easier

to manage access throughout an organisation in line with security controls to share, update and
delete data as appropriate., and maintain an audit log. Storing data on a unified cloud platform
that maintains the highest standards of data security and privacy is critical for non-profits to
meet regulatory requirements and demonstrate compliance to their stakeholders.
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CRM Adoption Roadblocks for Charities

82% of non-profits with a CRM platform says it saves time and increase their income*
85% believe that technology can replace a lot of the manual tasks that take them away from delivering services**

Despite realising the importance of digital transformation, why are charities still reluctant in deploying and adopting
CRM systems? Do their concerns always hold true? And, what can Preact do to mitigate these concerns?

Budgetary constraints
CRM software is sometimes considered a costly
investment with uncertain returns, so many
charities don’t believe they can justify this
expense.

Many charities and non-profit organisations are entitled to

Microsoft volume licensing discounts for Dynamics 365 and
other Microsoft business apps, which is available at a lower cost
than certain legacy alternatives. Preact will help you take
advantage of these discounts, and also has accelerator

packs that supports swift deployments to achieve early
results and provide long-term value.

Insufficient technical resources
Implementing a new technology may seem

daunting and charities might feel they don’t have
the necessary resources, or lack sufficient
capacity, to oversee this activity.

Having worked extensively with charity organisations, Preact
possesses the industry knowledge and technical expertise to
manage a CRM implementation end to end. For example, our

client British Gymnastics Foundation says "We don't have an

internal IT team which presented some challenges for us, but
Preact demonstrated a good grasp of our processes without
us needing to spend time providing lots of written detail.”

Poor user adoption
Charities don’t necessarily have tech savvy

employees and volunteers. Sometimes, volunteers
and part time staff who are not familiar with the

application need to use it extensively during

fundraising campaigns. Charities don’t always have

the luxury of time or resources to provide detailed,
training on a newly implemented application.

Difficulty customising an
out-of-the-box product

Preact helps speed up CRM user adoption by providing the

required training for your employees. Clients also get access
to our eLearning portal, with on-demand learning resources to
help new users quickly build confidence and get started with

the application. Our client Independent Lives says “We’ve
received positive feedback from our team about the

content and thoroughness of Preact's training which is
helping us get up to speed with the new software.”

In addition to providing pre-built charity solutions, we will help in
configuring custom workflows to handle your unique processes
and relationships. For instance, we have developed solutions

Charities often fear the time and complexity in

using native functions that helped Mencap to manage their

reflect their rules and methodology, and

processes enabling Hearing Dogs for Deaf People to track

configuring a new system with workflows that

personalising the application to reflect usage needs.

contract agreements, and we have implemented connected

information about their hearing dogs including medical
history food supply and weight history.

* Data cited in non profit survey report by Salesforce and Charity Digital titled “CRM systems for charities: Forecasting 2020 trends, February 2020”
* *Data cited in Salesforce Non-profit Trends Report , February 2020
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How CRM Can Benefit Your Organisation

1. Centralised Data Management Improving Quality of Service

A unified cloud database will capture fragmented interactions with your beneficiaries,

donors, volunteers, sponsors, members and other contacts across multiple channels

such as social, email and in-person interactions. Within a single interface, this provides
a coherent and complete view of each relationship.

“Preact have delivered a faultless service
for many years. I’ve found them to be a
great team to work with and I believe that
sentiment would be echoed throughout
our organisation.

Use connected applications to capture each enquiry, recent cases, membership status,
donation history, recent purchases, demographic detail, and profile each person. As a result,
inbound call agents are fully informed, so they can consistently deliver a personal and
supportive service.
In addition to improving service, a connected CRM application also help to drive down

internal costs. The natural result is a reduction in overheads, greater productivity, and

It’s proved to be a very open and honest
relationship and together I feel we’ve
achieved a lot in our CRM journey. It’s no
exaggeration to say that when I am
considering providers for other IT
services Preact are always my benchmark
for comparison”
Gordon Pearson
IT Business Relationship Manager, Mencap

beneficiaries receiving a greater proportion of your funding.

Where has Preact done this before?
Preact has helped Mencap, a leading UK charity working with people with learning
disabilities, manage their processes more efficiently with Microsoft Dynamics 365.
With a remotely distributed team, they were struggling with data managed on
spreadsheets and paper based systems.
By switching to a CRM solution as a single source of truth for more than 250 users
across 9 teams, they were able to:
•

Replace manual processes and eliminate duplication of effort by automating
routine activity workflows.

•

Gain clear visibility of service issues centrally logged, helping them provide a
better service to their beneficiaries.

•

Achieve closer collaboration between different departments, improve
transparency, data accuracy and as a result, win more contracts and support
more people.
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How CRM Can Benefit Your Organisation
2. Increase Fundraising By Personalising Communications and
Building Meaningful Relationships

Centralising your data in the cloud will provide many insights across your
activities to help you develop highly personalised communications with everincreasing impact.

“Preact's knowledge of our industry made it
easier for us. It was incredibly helpful to work
with a partner that has worked with not-forprofit and fundraising organisations and even
has experience in the assistance dog industry.
The knowledge that our data is protected in
the cloud and available when needed has
made a huge difference. We are delighted with
Dynamics. It’s been thrilling to see what we
have achieved already and what more can be
done.”
David Horne
CEO, Australian Lions Hearing Dogs

For instance, according to research, Generation X donate more frequently than any
other generation. If you can tap into this level of insight within your own data, and find
segments that donate more frequently, or at specific times of year, you can develop
communication strategies that will help drive higher conversion rates.
It’s also crucial in making sure that donors are kept informed about your activities, and
what they are contributing towards. Connecting CRM with marketing automation
services will help strengthen supporter loyalty with timely messages that resonate and
increase engagement. With trusted data that is easily segmented in combination with
nurture campaigns, you can increase awareness of your work and promote the right
message to the right person, at the right time.

Where has Preact done this before?
Preact helped Australian Lions Hearing Dogs (ALHD), a charity organisation that
places hearing assistance dogs with hearing impaired people across Australia,
implement Dynamics 365.
They switched from a simple fundraising tool to Dynamics 365 CRM and they’ve
been able to expand their fundraising programs since then with meaningful
communications. This includes:
•

Managing all fundraising activities in a single interface allowing them to
approach individuals and steward them with the right data.

•

Customising marketing communications and targeting large demographics
and niche audiences with personalised content.
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How CRM Can Benefit Your Organisation
3. Accelerate Outcomes With Simplified Grant Management Process

With a CRM system, you can simplify and speed up grant application management
processes. Be it the grants you award to eligible beneficiaries, or fundraising grants
you may apply for.

“I have found Preact to be large enough to cater
for our requirements but small enough to care.
Preact were great throughout this process and
they’ve remained quick in responding to our
requirements.
We continue to work with Preact through their
managed service which very clearly lays out
what hours are available to us through their
own customer portal. By understanding our
system and knowing the product, they’ll quickly
provide an impact assessment by flagging the
pros and cons of the changes we’ve requested”

Keep track of the entire grant lifecycle in a single interface with visibility into the status
of grants, application deadlines, grant pipeline, payments received or awarded, budget
amount spent or any other grant-related information.
Save hours of manual data entry and application assessment time by receiving
applications via self-service web portals which are integrated to your CRM system.
Improve the applicant experience with automated workflows that acknowledge
applications, keep them up to date, and prompt them to supply additional details when
necessary by sending reminders, or communicating future funding opportunities.

Where has Preact done this before?
British Gymnastics Foundation (BGF) is a charity that promotes wellbeing through
gymnastics and related exercises in the community. They sought a solution that
would help them simplify their Hardship Grant application processes. By moving the
handling of grant applications to a self-service portal, developed by Preact, they
achieved productivity gains, saving up to four days resourcing of a highly skilled
person each quarter. Their CRM system has also enabled BGF to:

Patrick Bonner

Head of British Gymnastics Foundation

•

Simplify its registration process. Previously, this was manual and involved
significant administration, but is now handled online, with applicants typically
completing the process in just 15 minutes.

•

Automate workflows engaging applicants and endorsers in a timely fashion.

•

Provide clear visibility to applicants about their application status.
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How CRM Can Benefit Your Organisation
4. Measure Impact And Drive Decisions Based on Intelligent Data Insights

Use inbuilt and bespoke dashboards to unlock actionable insights from your unified
data. For example, you can easily generate reports on:
•

“We’ve gotten to know many of the Preact
support team. I’ve always found them to be
very approachable and it’s meant we have an
easy type of relationship. This makes a big
difference and certainly not all support
companies are like this!
Their response times are good, and I find it
refreshing that if they aren’t sure about
something, they’ll be honest and up front to
say so. This gives me a lot of confidence to
know that I’m not going to be wasting time”
Andy Murphy
Chief Executive, Age UK Islington

•
•
•
•
•

Total hours volunteered
Projects completed
Time spent on service cases and case work
The status of grant applications
Donations received and sources
Recent campaign performance

Remove guesswork by understanding which campaigns were effective to replicate
successful appeals and achieve fundraising goals. Dynamics 365 and other applications built
on the Microsoft cloud platform, provide a consistent user experience and centralised data
hub to generate reports that will meet reporting requirements at the click of a button.
Power BI analytics adds even greater value by enabling teams to visualise their data in realtime and discover insights that drives informed decision-making.

Where has Preact done this before?
Age UK Islington provides support to people in the London Borough of Islington. The
charity sought a more flexible system that would help them better serve its
community. Preact supported its new CRM implementation which transformed its
reporting process, enabling their team to:
•

Use management reporting and internal analytics to demonstrate how the charity’s
resources and funding is utilised in an optimum way.

•

Using Power BI, they were able to easily monitor performance across contracts and
drill down into individual cases.

•

Discover trends using exploratory analytics, to understand what people in the
community are looking for, and what problems are occurring. This gives them crucial
insights that can be shared to improve its local services.
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Our Charity Clients

“Dynamics makes it possible for people who aren’t technical experts to make changes. We have a nice balance between
what we can do internally and what activities we involve Preact with.
Our responsiveness to implement change has been a success story and much of this is down to Dynamics 365.”
Andy Murphy, Chief Executive, Age UK Islington

“Since we started using Preact’s managed service, we’ve been able to step up the pace of improvements and do more with
Dynamics 365. I have nothing but good things to say about Preact’s approach and the expertise of their consultants.
They have made life much easier for us and I have no qualms in recommending their services to anyone looking for help
with Dynamics 365.”
Chris Jones, IT Business Support Officer, Dorset Mental Health Forum

“I was very happy with the process that Preact followed and the outcomes we've achieved. At every step this flowed well;
from the initial proposal and collecting information, to setting up and running the project.
It was clear that a good relationship exists between Preact's teams. I've nothing but good things to say about the people
we've worked with.”
Michael Barford , Director of Business Planning & Finance, Independent Lives

Preact is proud to work with:

“Microsoft Dynamics has helped us develop a more open culture at Mencap with far greater transparency. We're now more
proactive, as a result we're winning more contracts, and ultimately we’re supporting more people.
“Continuity has been a key factor in the success of this relationship with Preact. I'd even go so far as to say that I don’t
believe there is anyone outside of Mencap who knows our processes as well as Preact’s lead consultant!”
Gordon Pearson, Systems Manager, Mencap
“When we look for emerging trends and patterns we could easily spend 20 hours or more collecting and analysing our data
but using Power BI everything we need is available in real-time.
With our ability to handle paperless processes we are receiving encouraging feedback from our funders. This reflects the
work that we have done with Preact’s help to design Dynamics 365 to handle these workflows, as well as the great work
carried out by our partners”
Malin Holm , Data Lead, The Matthew Project
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How Can Preact Help Your Organisation?

By using Preact’s products and consultancy services for charity and non-profit
organisations, we will help you unlock greater value from your data to boost
productivity. We’ll support you in developing smarter workflows through
automation, so you can better optimise your resources to drive social impact.
Preact offers assistance at each step of your digital transformation
journey, including:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Requirements scoping to understand your key processes and define
how these will be managed in a unified cloud system.
Our Charity Hub application, built on the Microsoft Power Platform,
providing out-of-the-box functionality to boost fundraiser
engagement by managing donors, members and other supporters.
Consultancy to configure and customise Microsoft Dynamics 365 and
other connected Microsoft business applications for charitable
organisations.
User training empowering teams to maximise the value of their
technology.

Technical help to answer user questions and minimise downtime.
Ongoing advice, insight and technical consultancy to configure
additional capabilities and support you in making continuous
performance improvements with your software.

Let’s Talk
If you need more information about our services and how Microsoft business
applications can benefit your organisation, book a call to speak to our
technology experts today!
0800 381 1000

hello@preact.co.uk
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